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Material properties, corrosion, and metal release from stainless steel powders are important factors to 

assess any occupational health hazards. This paper elucidates the corrosion behavior of stainless steel 

particles (inert-gas-atomized AISI 316L powders sized < 45µm, polished and non-polished) compared 

with corresponding massive low-sulfur bulk sheet material. Electrochemical measurements using a 

microcapillary technique are compared with ex-situ optical and scanning electron microscopy imaging 

and electron dispersive X-ray spectroscopy elemental analysis on the same area of individual particles. 

Non-polished 316L particles were significantly more passive compared to polished massive sheet and 

polished particles that in general showed a similar corrosion behavior. Corrosion was not induced by 

bulk compositional differences but could be attributed to surface inhomogeneities. The results are in 

agreement with the high passivity of non-polished particles in macroscopic studies, an effect caused by 

an unique surface oxide, characterized in part I of this paper series. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The austenitic stainless steel grade AISI 316, containing 16.5-18.5 wt% Cr, 10.5-13 wt% Ni, 

and 2.5-3 wt% Mo, is widely used in settings with high requirement on pitting corrosion resistance 

such as marine environments [1]. For biomedical applications, grade 316L is more commonly used [2] 

due to its low carbon content (≤ 0.03 wt %), its resistance to sensitization [1], and its improved 

corrosion resistance compared with 316 as long as the sulfur content is kept at low levels (≤ 0.001 
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wt%). The presence of MnS-inclusions or other inclusions or impurities are uncommon in low-sulfur 

316L grades [3]. Differently orientated grains [3] or oxide grain boundaries [4] have, in the absence of 

inclusions, been reported as pit initiation sites for low-sulfur 316L when exposed to chloride-

containing environments. Pit initiation and the possibility of repassivation depend on material and 

prevailing environmental conditions [5]. These processes are largely determined by the formation of a 

salt layer [6-7], on the chloride content in solution [8] and on the driving force for chlorides to 

electromigrate to the site of the pit (i.e., the pit pH [9-10], the charge of released ions inside the pit 

[10], and the surface charge of the pit area [11]). Finally, the growth of the pit, which is autocatalytic 

[5], may be controlled by diffusion in the case of a salt layer [10] and then grow hemispherically [5]. 

In the absence of a salt layer, pit growth has been reported to be independent of mass transport [7]. 

Grade 316L contains Cr and Mo, elements of high importance upon pit initiation and pit 

repassivation [6, 12-14]. It has been suggested that both Cr and Mo are important for the resistance of 

the passive film against pit nucleation and moreover that pit growth and repassivation are rather 

determined by the bulk alloy components than of elements in the passive film [12]. The degree of 

crystallinity of the passive film depends on the Cr bulk content [15-16] in addition to passivation time 

[17]. A high Cr bulk content (> 16 wt%) has been reported to correlate with higher disordered passive 

films [15-16] and hence a lower probability for oxide grain boundaries. 

Material properties, corrosion, and the release of metals from stainless steel in biological fluids 

are important factors for any induced toxicity and have, with this end-point in mind, been investigated 

in a large research effort screening different massive stainless steel grades [18]. Since grade 316L 

released the highest amount of nickel, it was selected for further in-depth studies. For micrometer-

sized stainless steel powders, potential occupational health hazards are predominantly induced via 

inhalation (depending on particle size) or dermal contact. The metal release process was therefore 

investigated for differently sized gas-atomized 316L powders in different synthetic fluids of relevance 

for inhalation [19-21] and dermal contact [22]. Moreover, surface changes during exposure [20], and 

the influence of the crystallographic structure and particle size on the metal release process have been 

investigated [20, 23-24]. Inert-gas-atomized powder particles sized less than 45 µm were shown to 

possess a comparable microstructure (austenite) and composition as massive 316L [23]. The extent of 

released metal from the gas-atomized 316L powder (<45µm) was lower compared with as-received 

massive 316L sheet when exposed both in artificial lysosomal fluid (pH 4.5) and Gamble’s solution 

(pH 7.4) [24]. In order to identify how the 316L particles behave from a corrosion perspective in 

comparison to massive 316L, several studies were initiated. Macroscopic electrochemical studies 

suggested a higher corrosion resistance of the gas-atomized 316L powder (<45µm) compared with 

abraded massive sheet [25]. No conclusive comparison was possible in that study since non-abraded 

particles were compared with abraded massive sheet and an accurate estimation of the active surface 

area of immobilized particles on the electrode surface was difficult to assess.  

This study therefore aims to clarify these issues further and compare the corrosion behavior of 

grade 316L as massive sheet and as a powder by investigating polished and non-polished powder 

particles compared to abraded massive sheet of the same surface area (micrometer-scale) at similar 

exposure conditions. In-depth characterization of the surface oxide and passive properties of individual 
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particles using different electrochemical, spectroscopic, and microscopic techniques are published in 

parallel in this journal [26]. 

 

 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Materials and preparation 

The bulk alloy composition of the investigated massive sheet (supplied by Thyssen Krupp, 

Germany) and the gas-atomized powder (supplied by Arcam, Sweden, produced by Anval AB, 

Sweden) is given in Table 1. 

According to supplier information, 87% of the particles were sized <44 µm, 32% <22 µm 

(32%), and 0.7% <5.5 µm. Previously reported particle size distribution measurements in solution 

(phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.4) revealed a median diameter of 22.5 µm (by volume) and 11.3 µm 

(by number) [19]. Detailed information on morphology [19], size distribution [19, 22], and 

microstructure [23] is given elsewhere. Detailed surface characterization is given in the parallel paper 

(part I) published in this issue [26]. 

 

Table 1. Nominal bulk composition of the 316L powder sized <45µm and the massive sheet based on 

supplier information. 

 

 Fe  

(wt %) 

Cr  

(wt %) 

Ni  

(wt %) 

Mo  

(wt %) 

Mn  

(wt %) 

Si  

(wt %) 

C  

(wt %) 

< 45µm 68.9 16.8 10.3 2.1 1.4 0.5 0.03 

Massive 

sheet 

68.7 16.6 10.6 2.1 1.0 0.4 0.03 

 S  

(wt %) 

P  

(wt %) 

Ti  

(wt %) 

Nb  

(wt %) 

Co  

(wt %) 

Cu  

(wt %) 

 

< 45µm 0.01 0.03 - - - -  

Massive 

sheet 

0.001 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.2 0.3  

 

2.2. Micro-electrochemistry of massive 316L 

The microcell consisted of a glass capillary with a diameter of 159 µm filled with the 

electrolyte and containing the auxiliary electrode (platinum wire), while the reference electrode 

(Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl)) was connected via an electrolytic bridge. The glass capillary was drawn, the tip 

was polished, and a silicone rubber O-ring was used to seal between the capillary and the sample 

surface. Typical images of such glass capillaries are given in [27]. A high resolution potentiostat 

(Jaissle IMP 83 PC T-BC) with a detection limit of the current of 10 fA was used with a sampling rate 

of 9 Hz. The capillary was placed in an objective holder to enable the microscopic investigation (Leica 
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DM LS2, lateral resolution of about 1 µm) of the same area. Detailed information on the micro-

electrochemical setup is given elsewhere [12, 27-29]. 

Anodic polarization curves were generated for both massive sheet and powder particles of 

316L (c.f. next section for particle set-up). Samples were polished to 1 µm with diamond paste one day 

prior to the measurement, cleaned ultrasonically in ethanol for 5 min, dried in air using a fan and 

stored in air at ambient conditions. This pre-treatment and ageing were conducted for all experiments 

to allow an equal growth of the surface oxide. The start potential was set to -500 mV (Ag/AgCl) in the 

case of massive sheet and non-polished particles, and -300 mV for the polished particles. The end 

potential was in all cases 1200 mV. Before starting the potential scan, the system was allowed to 

equilibrate for some minutes. The scan rate was set to 1 mV/s. Two different electrolytes were used, 1 

M NaCl and 0.1 M HCl. 

For mass transfer calculations, the current-potential curves were transferred into current-time 

curves. The area was estimated using the Origin software, with the passive current as (prolonged) the 

linear baseline. 

 

2.3. Micro-electrochemical set-up for powder particles 

The experiments were carried out for both polished and non-polished particles. In order to 

allow polishing of the particle surface, the particles were embedded in a graphite filled conductive 

polymer resin (Technotherm 3000, Heraeus Kulzer, Germany) suitable for scanning electron 

microscopy measurements. Cylindrical samples (Ø 30 mm) were generated via a hot-mounting process 

operating at 180°C and 70 bar for 12 min. The sample was ground and subsequently polished down to 

1 µm. The polishing success was confirmed by means of light microscopy imaging (Nikon eclipse 

LV150). Since it was difficult to identify the capillary position on the black resin, its position was first 

identified and adjusted on a polished massive sheet. Several images were generated on the approximate 

capillary position on the resin and saved prior to analysis after which the capillary was positioned on 

the desired area. Measurements were initiated when no capillary leakage was occurring and electrical 

contact between the sample and the capillary was confirmed. After the measurement, the exact 

corroded area position was identified and several images were collected and compared with images 

generated prior to exposure. This approach did unfortunately not allow identification of the exact area 

of corrosion during or directly after the measurement. Compared to the measurements of massive 

316L, a lower percentage of measurements were successful (5 measurements) on the polished particles 

due to larger leakage problems (higher surface roughness compared with massive 316L) and/or 

difficulties to identify the exact capillary position (black background).  

An experimental set-up that allowed fixation of the particles on a conductive but non-reactive 

surface was developed to enable measurements on non-polished particles. Since the non-polished 

particles (Ø < 45 µm) in this context represent a rough surface, the probability for leakage from the 

microcapillary was increased. Carbon tape and silver tape were both found to be too reactive for these 

measurements. A paraffin impregnated graphite electrode (PIGE) was identified as the most suitable 

set-up since the particles could easily become immobilized and fixed on the surface (by heating the 
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PIGE prior to pressing it into the powder) [30-32]. The PIGE showed in addition negligible 

background currents in both electrolytes investigated. It was necessary to allow the heated PIGE to 

cool down some seconds prior to particle fixation in order to avoid a complete surface coverage by the 

paraffin. 

For all particle measurements, the 0.1 M HCl electrolyte was aggressive enough to distinguish 

corrosion reactions taking place on the particles from the background current of the embedding or 

substrate material. 

 

2.4. Microscopic investigations 

Apart of optical microscopy investigations (Leica DM LS2), field emission scanning electron 

microscopy imaging (FESEM, S-4800, Hitachi) were conducted to assess changes in surface 

morphology and corrosion product formation upon exposure. Elemental analysis was performed by 

means of energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy, EDS (EDS, EDAX Genesis).  

 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Pitting corrosion of massive 316L 

The micro-electrochemical set-up, equipped with an optical microscope, was employed to 

study the occurrence of pitting corrosion at different surface locations of massive 316L. A range of 

unique measurements on dissimilar areas was performed to achieve a statistically relevant surface 

distribution (9 and 8 measurements in 1 M NaCl and 0.1 M HCl, respectively). A compilation of 

pitting potentials (Fig. 1), when observed, corresponding current-potential curves (Fig. 2), and 

corresponding areas (Fig. 3) identified after the measurements on massive sheet are presented in Figs. 

1-3. A large variety of pitting potentials (between 540 and 1050 mV (Ag/AgCl) in 1M NaCl) was 

evident at different locations of the sample, Fig. 1. These observations are typical for micro-

electrochemical measurements using very small capillary diameters (here Ø 159 µm) on stainless steel 

exposed in chloride solutions. Previous findings for AISI 304 stainless steel in 1 M NaCl revealed 

comparable (between 500 and 1100 mV (SCE)) pitting potentials when using a capillary diameter of 

150 µm [29]. In that study [29], a clear correlation between increasing variation in pitting potentials 

(and higher average pitting potential) with decreasing capillary diameters was shown, where capillary 

diameters larger than 450 µm showed comparable pitting potential values for macroscopic 

measurements. The deviation between different measurements of the pitting potential increased 

strongly with decreasing capillary diameter, for diameters less than 450 µm [29, 33]. This was 

explained by a lower probability of the presence of pitting susceptible sites (defect, inclusion, etc.) at 

smaller areas [29, 33]. It is notable that previous findings on macroscopic pitting corrosion 

measurements of vacuum melted AISI 316L (very low sulfur and other impurities) in 1 M NaCl 
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revealed an average pitting potential of about 300 mV (SCE) [3], findings in agreement with mm-sized 

capillary measurements on grade 304 in the same electrolyte [about 300-400 mV (SCE)] [29]. 

The massive 316L sheet of this study is a high-purity grade containing only 0.001 wt% S and 

0.03 wt% C. This was clearly reflected in the measurements, as no correlation between pitting 

corrosion and areas with more visible “inclusions” (observed as small (< 10 µm) black surface 

features, e.g., Fig. 3b) were found. The microstructure was quite frequently visible (seen as the 

dendritic structure) after measurements in both solutions, similar to observations from etching, Fig. 3e. 

These findings could indicate a grain orientation dependent initiation of pitting corrosion, as suggested 

in [3], rather than MnS-initiated pitting corrosion, as previously suggested as main initiation sites for 

other stainless steel grades, in particular for higher sulfur grades [29, 33-37]. The results are consistent 

with literature findings, which show the lack of stable pit growth for grades of very low sulfur content 

(0.001 wt %) and/or MnS inclusions sized less than 1 µm [29, 33]. Both grain sizes and orientation for 

the investigated massive 316L sheet have previously been reported [23]. These findings reveal a 

typical grain size of approximately 2-10 µm in diameter. This suggests that a wide range of grain 

orientations and boundaries should be present within the capillary area. Another possible explanation 

for the surface heterogeneity could be local surface oxide defects, in particular present at grain 

boundaries [4]. It was however not possible to exclude any of these effects and any possible 

explanations are only speculative. 

Slightly lower pitting potentials were observed in the more acidic 0.1 M HCl solution (287-930 

mV) compared with 1 M NaCl (540-1050 mV), Fig. 1. However, cases of no pitting corrosion were in 

addition observed in both solutions (2 cases out of 8 in 1 M NaCl, and 3 cases out of 9 in 0.1 M HCl), 

Fig. 1.  

 

 

 

Figure 1. Pitting potentials measured on massive 316L in 9 independent measurements (1 M NaCl, 

left) and 8 independent measurements (0.1 M HCl, right) using a micro-capillary technique. 

Error bars are presented for the cases with broad, rather than sharp, pitting breakdown.  
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Obtained images after the measurements revealed in these cases (Figs. 3a and b) no visible 

surface change (the black spots on the image of the 1 M NaCl solution are salt crystals (visible first 

after drying of droplet), Fig. 3a), only the imprint of the silicon rubber of the capillary was observed. 

Corresponding current-potential curves showed a long passive range and the typical oxidation peak at 

approximately 1000 mV (Ag/AgCl), immediately prior to the oxygen evolution region. This preceding 

peak could be related to the thickening of the inner Fe(III) and Cr(III) oxide layer, as previously 

discussed in [38]. In the transpassive region, chromium(III) is oxidized to chromium(VI) [8]. The 

current-potential curves of samples exposed in 0.1 M HCl showed more metastable pitting, observed 

as current transients and/or step-wise breakdown events, as compared with the 1 M NaCl solution with 

a passive range without metastable pitting and, if any, a clear one-step breakdown, Fig. 2. The 

corrosion potential was significantly lower in 1 M NaCl (between -415 and -450 mV) compared with 

0.1 M HCl (between -267 and -349 mV). In macroscopic measurements, the current-potential curves 

and pitting potentials of the two different electrolytes are expected to differ to an even larger extent 

[8]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Current density – potential curves corresponding to selected micro-capillary measurements 

of massive sheet of 316L presented in Fig. 1. a, c, e: 1 M NaCl; b, d, f: 0.1 M HCl. 
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Figure 3. Optical microscopy images of areas after micro-capillary electrochemical measurements on 

massive 316L. Each image correlates to the electrochemical measurements presented in Fig. 2 

(Fig. 3a corresponds to Fig. 2a, etc.). 
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3.2. Corrosion of polished particles of the 316L powder 

Electrochemical studies of inert-gas-atomized 316L polished particles (< 45µm) were 

conducted using a similar approach as for massive sheet [12, 27-29]. All measurements were 

performed in the most aggressive solution, 0.1 M HCl, to enable distinction between the current related 

to particle corrosion and the background current. Typical overview images and images of higher 

magnification, assembled after exposure and during post-evaluation, are presented in Figure 4. The 

corroded area was easily identified by comparing areas prior to and after exposure, and by identifying 

changes in terms of dissolved particles, changes in particle appearance (from white to brown) and/or 

partly dissolved, shrunk particles. The relative extent of corrosion for each particle within the capillary 

area was compared with obtained current-potential curves. Presented absolute values of the current 

density need to be considered with caution since an accurate surface area of the particles is difficult to 

assess. The actual surface area was estimated (based on a visual estimation of the particle surface 

distribution within the capillary area) to be 2-5 times lower than used in the calculation of the current 

density (using an area calculated from the capillary diameter). This means that the current density 

should be approximately 2-5 times higher than presented. This effect is important to consider when 

comparing different measurements (section 3.4.). 

 

 
Figure 4. Two examples (1: a and d; 2: b, c, and e) of optical microscopy images of capillary areas of 

embedded polished 316L particles before (b) and after micro-electrochemical measurements (a, 

c, d-e (magnified areas)). 

 

Based on Faraday’s law [39] and the assumptions that oxygen evolution is negligible and that 

metals are released in proportion to the bulk composition, i.e. 72% Fe (oxidation state 2), 18% Cr 
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(oxidation state 3) and 10 % Ni (oxidation state 2), the transferred mass can be calculated according to 

eq. (1): 

 

 

    (1) 

 

where m is the transferred mass [g], I is the current [A], t is the time [s], F is the Faraday 

constant [96 487 C/mol], M is the molar mass [g/mol], and z is the number of transferred electrons, 

e.g. assumed to be 2 in the case of iron. Another necessary assumption was that the particles were 

ideally spherical and of identical size. Based on these assumptions, this calculation suggests that the 

measured charge in different measurements would correspond to the dissolution of 20-84 complete 

particles with a diameter of 20 µm, or 2.5-10.4 particles sized 40 µm in diameter (twice as many for 

hemispheres). For example, for the measurements shown in Figs. 4a and c, the transferred mass charge 

would correspond to the dissolution of 35 complete particles with a diameter of 20 µm, or 4 particles 

with a diameter of 40 µm. Even though this semi-quantitative estimation is based on many 

assumptions, it indicates a reasonable approximation of the dissolved particle mass, in concordance 

with visual observations. 

All measurements revealed a highly heterogeneous corrosion process with completely 

unaffected particles, visible strong pitting within single particles, and completely dissolved particles. 

Corrosion occurred independently of the position within the area in contact with the capillary (i.e., 

neither close to the sealing interface nor in the middle of the capillary), and of the extent of corrosion 

of adjacent particles. One of the corroded areas (Fig. 5) was investigated in more detail by means of 

SEM/EDS after the micro-capillary measurements aiming to address underlying reasons behind this 

heterogeneous corrosion attack. The corresponding current-potential curve showed for this area an 

early breakdown directly after the corrosion potential and a high current throughout the entire potential 

range. However, since the post-evaluated optical image (Fig. 5) showed the whole range of corrosion 

attacks, from no effect to complete dissolution of different particles, also visualized by means of SEM , 

this suggests that the current-potential curve is not able to predict the corrosion distribution of complex 

systems with several particles. No direct correlation was observed between different locations of the 

particles (within the capillary area or in relation to their distance to other corroded particles) and the 

extent of corrosion. Compositional analysis of particles of varying degree of corrosion (Fig. 5) showed 

no significant differences, Table 2. EDS mapping on randomly corroded particles showed a 

homogenous composition within single particles (data not shown). Differences in particle composition 

could hence not explain the observed corrosion behavior.  

SEM images of the capillary area shown in Fig. 5 are presented in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a shows a 

nearly non-corroded particle, positioned in the close vicinity to several corroded particles. This image 

combined with Fig. 6b, displaying several pits initiated close to the particle/resin interface. This 

suggests that the presence of crevices may be a reason for pit initiation, as well as the very close 

vicinity to other corroded particles (as in this case). However, numerous other pits were seemingly 

randomly initiated (Figs. 6b (particle in the middle) and 6d), and several pits were often observed 
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within a single particle (Fig. 6). This suggests that pit propagation is sufficiently slow compared with 

new pit initiation and/or that several pits were repassivated. On severely corroded particles (Fig. 6c), 

on the other hand, a large volume of the particles was dissolved, while the remaining surface still was 

intact to a large extent. These observations are in concordance with findings for massive stainless steel, 

where pit growth was favored compared with initiation of new other pits, showing e.g. only one deep 

pit and at the same time nearly unaffected surfaces within the same capillary area (e.g. Fig. 3d). This 

suggests that pit growth was more favorable compared with new pit initiation. This is probably related 

to the relatively passive surface oxide [1] and that any observed pits on these areas are metastable or 

repassivated. Despite the relatively larger sulfur content of the 316L powder compared with massive 

316L (0.01 vs. 0.001 wt %), typically connected with MnS inclusions [29, 33], no evidence for 

micron-sized MnS inclusions was found. The reason could be related to the manufacturing process of 

gas-atomized particles with approximately 13 wt% of Mn (relative metal fraction) in the surface oxide 

[20] and the enrichment of S, both within oxide nanoparticles at the surface and in the surface oxide, as 

presented and discussed in detail in [40].  

Figure 6e displays a magnified area of the corroded area within a stable pit. Its morphology 

does not seem to directly reflect the microstructure (i.e. the dendritic microstructure for these particles 

as presented in [23]), but rather a pore-like morphology. A similar pit corrosion morphology has been 

observed for massive 316L exposed in 0.5M H2SO4 [41]. The formation of ordered nano-pores has 

also been observed for electropolished stainless steel grade 316L exposed in perchloric acid and 

monobutylether [42]. 

 

 
Figure 5. Optical microscopy image (of an area of polished 316L particles after exposure to 0.1 M 

HCl. The numbers indicate areas of EDS measurements, Table 2. 
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Figure 6. SEM images on selected 316L particles within the surface area displayed in Fig. 5 after 

micro capillary measurements a-d) Particles of increasing degree of corrosion, and e) 

magnification of the surface morphology of a stable pit observed in d. 
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Table 2. Bulk compositional measurements (wt %) of Cr, Fe and Ni by means of EDS of individual 

polished particles of 316L exposed to 0.1 M HCl compared to the bulk alloy composition based 

on supplier information. 

 

Particle number Cr 

(wt %) 

Fe 

(wt %) 

Ni 

(wt %) 

1 18.3 71.9 9.8 

2 18.4 71.5 10.1 

3 17.5 71.3 11.2 

4 18.2 70.9 10.9 

5 18.3 71.6 10.2 

6 18.7 70.9 10.4 

7 18.2 71.8 10.0 

Reference bulk 17.5 71.8 10.7 

 

3.3. Corrosion of non-polished particles of the 316L powder 

Micro-electrochemical investigations of non-polished inert-gas-atomized 316L powder 

particles are presented in Fig. 7. Duplicate measurements revealed extremely passive properties in 0.1 

M HCl, without any indication of metastable or stable pitting. Since no visible corrosion attack was 

observed, an accurate estimation of the exposed area by comparing prior and post-measurement 

images was difficult. The measurements resulted in a long feature-free passive range with the typical 

oxidation peak after about 1000 mV, as previously discussed and assumed to predominantly be related 

to oxide thickening [38]. This peak was also visible for the massive 316L surface on which no stable 

pitting corrosion was developed (Fig. 7, included for comparison). This high passivity for non-polished 

particles is not surprising when comparing with macroscopic measurements of powders, which include 

many thousands of particles in one measurement [25-26]. Reported anodic polarization studies in 

similar solutions as this study (0.03 and 0.14 M HCl) did not result in any stable pitting (or dissolution 

of activated particles) [25-26]. However, macroscopic measurements by the authors clearly showed 

that these non-polished particles revealed a higher pitting corrosion susceptibility compared with other 

powders of the same composition, but that did not have any Mn-, Fe- and S-rich oxide nanoparticles on 

the surface [26, 40].  

The PIGE is widely used to perform electrochemical measurements of micron-sized particles 

due to its low background current [31]. The measured background polarization curve (PIGE without 

particles) was significantly different compared with PIGE including particles. It is worth noting that 

the measured corrosion potential of non-polished particles (at approximately -400 mV (Ag/AgCl), Fig. 

7) was very different from the open-circuit potential (+400 mV) prior to the measurement. This is in 
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agreement with macroscopic observations, and believed to be caused by the presence of an easily 

reduced oxidized Mn(III) or Mn(IV)-containing phase on the surface of these particles. The effect and 

importance of this phase is discussed and presented in [26]. It should be underlined that the Mn-, Fe-, 

and S-rich oxide nanoparticles at the particle surface of the non-polished particles [26, 40] did not 

seem to induce any pitting corrosion in microscopic investigations at the given conditions, an 

observation in contrast with polished and aged (24 h) particles. Clearly, the surface oxide of the non-

polished particles is crucial for the outstanding corrosion resistance of non-polished inert-gas atomized 

316L stainless steel powder particles. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Current density – potential curves for two independent measurements on non-polished (as-

received) 316L powder particles fixed on a PIGE substrate exposed to 0.1 M HCl. A 

corresponding curve for massive sheet (no pits observed, c.f. Figs. 2b and 3b) is included for 

comparison. 

 

3.4. Comparison powder – massive stainless steel 316L 

Current-potential curves of polished massive sheet and powder particles of 316L in 0.1 M HCl 

are presented in Fig. 8, divided into occasions without any observed pitting corrosion (Fig. 8a) or 

relatively low passive current and/or re-passivation in the case of the particles (Fig. 8c, curve 4), and 

occasions with pitting corrosion (Figs. 8b and 8c, curves 1-3). The results on massive 316L (Fig. 8a 

and b) clearly showed similar corrosion potential values, passive current densities, and transpassive 

current densities between different replicate measurements. Small observed differences between 

replicate measurements indicate a very homogeneous behavior of the massive stainless steel 316L, 
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except from the possible presence of surface defects initiating pitting corrosion. A large variance of the 

pitting potential was observed, as discussed earlier, and as a consequence, a large variation of 

calculated pit depths of 0-30 µm (calculation according to eq. 1, the observed pit diameter, and the 

assumption of a cylindrical pit shape).  

 

 
Figure 8. Current density – potential curves of polished massive sheet (a and b) and polished 

embedded particles (c) of 316L in 0.1M HCl. a) 3 independent measurements without any 

observed pitting corrosion for massive 316L; b) 4 independent (selected) measurements on 

massive 316L with pitting corrosion; c) 4 independent measurements on particles showing 

some kind of repassivation (4) and clear breakdown without repassivation (1-3). 
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Micro-electrochemical measurements of powder particles (Figs. 8c) compared to massive sheet 

(Figs. 8a and b) are more complex as they involve the conducting substrate (the resin), several 

individual particles (multi-system), and possible effects of crevices. Observed passive and transpassive 

current densities were slightly different among different particle measurements, an effect most 

probably related to differently exposed particle areas (not accounted for in the current density 

calculation, estimated being 2-5 times smaller compared with massive 316L). The major difference 

compared to the massive 316L, was the possibility of multi-step-breakdown and “repassivation”, i.e. 

the decrease in current density (possibly caused by the complete dissolution of some active particles), 

both related to the multi-system with several individual particles. Measured corrosion potentials for the 

powder particles were similar between different replicate measurements (with one exception), but were 

more positive (-199±20 mV) compared with massive 316L (-291±26 mV). This effect is believed to be 

a side consequence of the resin material, which has a background corrosion potential of –140 mV 

(Ag/AgCl) (without any particles). It could be argued that this, obviously more noble, resin may cause 

galvanic corrosion effects in contact with the stainless steel particles. This is not very probable as long 

as the stainless steel particle shows stable passivity, but possible in the presence of halides (as in this 

study) when pits can be initiated to a higher extent compared to the uncoupled state (stainless steel 

without contact to graphite) [43]. In general, polished massive 316L behaved similar to polished 316L 

powder particles from a corrosion perspective (Fig. 8), but very different to non-polished particles, 

with the exception of no pitting corrosion (Fig. 7). This is in agreement with macroscopic 

measurements, where very aggressive electrolytes are required to cause any pitting corrosion in the 

case of the powder, in contrast to the massive sheet [25-26]. Both passive and transpassive current 

densities were in the same range for polished massive sheet and micrometer-sized particles of 316L. 

The possibility of both no effects and pitting corrosion, or breakdown/repassivation-events, depending 

on the location of the capillary on the surface was similar in both cases. Since the particles represent 

several individual corrosion cells within one measurement, their total breakdown probability is higher 

(lower pitting potentials compared with massive 316L). This might be related to the presence of a few 

more active particles in the area of measurement, higher probability of the most corrosion susceptible 

grain orientations due to several particles exposed at the same time, their higher sulfur content 

compared with the massive 316L, galvanic coupling, and/or to effects of crevices. 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Electrochemical measurements using a micro-capillary technique were conducted to assess 

differences in corrosion mechanisms between low sulfur-containing polished massive AISI 316L 

stainless steel and micrometer-sized particles of an inert-gas-atomized 316L powder embedded in resin 

(polished) or fixated to a PIGE substrate (non-polished). Generated data was compared with optical 

microscopy, SEM-imaging and bulk compositional analysis using EDS on the same area. The 

following main conclusions are drawn: 
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1. The combination of micro-capillary electrochemical measurements and microscopic 

imaging enables a novel possibility for studies of corrosion processes on single micrometer-sized 

particles. 

2. Non-polished 316L particles were significantly more passive in 0.1 M HCl compared to 

polished massive sheet and polished particles of 316L, which revealed in general similar corrosion 

behavior. 

3. Pitting corrosion on the particles was not induced by differences in bulk composition 

between different particles. Once pitting was initiated, pit propagation was favorable compared with 

initiation of new pits. 

4. Corrosion of polished 316L particles, approximately sized 20 µm and embedded in 

resin, was induced by pitting (possibly crevice corrosion), an effect that occurred more or less 

independently of the location of the particle within the capillary area, or of its distance to other 

corroding particles.  
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